In a multi-agent system, agents are carrying out certain tasks by executing plans. Consequently, the problem of finding a plan, given a certain goal, has been given a lot of attention in the literature. Instead of concentrating on this problem, the focus of this paper is on cooperation between agents which already have constructed plans for their goals. By cooperating, agents might reduce the number of actions they have to perform in order to fulfill their goals. The key idea is that in carrying out a plan an agent possibly produces side products that can be used as resources by other agents. As a result, an other agent can discard some of its planned actions. This process of exchanging products, called plan merging, results in distributed plans in which agents become dependent on each other, but are able to attain their goals more efficiently. In order to model this kind of cooperation, a new formalism is developed in which side products are modeled explicitly. The formalism is a resource logic based on the notions of resource, skill, goal, and service. Starting with some resources, an agent can perform a number of skills in order to produce other resources which suffice to achieve some given goals. Here, a skill is an elementary production process taking as inputs resources satisfying certain constraints. A service is a serial or parallel composition of skills acting as a program. An operational semantics is developed for these services as programs. Using this formalism, an algorithm for plan merging is developed, which is anytime and runs in polynomial time. Furthermore, a variant of this algorithm is proposed that handles the exchange of resources in a more flexible way. The ideas in the paper will be illustrated by an example from public transportation.
Introduction

Plan-based controlled agents
One of the design goals of an agent system is to make the programming of the system easier than in conventional systems. Instead of supplying the system with a list of low-level (machine) instructions, an agent is normally told what to do in terms of a high-level goal it has to fulfill. In this way, the user is relieved from the task to program the agent; the agent itself has to find out a way to satisfy the mission goal.
Generally speaking, there are two design principles to achieve this kind of behavior: One way is by designing a so-called reactive agent. A reactive agent has a set of rules that given a certain state of the world and the goal to achieve immediately tell the agent what kind of action to perform. In general, the action will change the current state of the world into a new one in which either the goal is satisfied or in which goal satisfaction is easier than in the original situation. Another way to realize goal-finding behavior is to design so-called deliberative agents. Instead of immediately reacting to a new situation, a deliberative agent first tries to find a sequence of actions, or a plan, of which the agent can show that it will transform the current situation into one in which the mission goal is satisfied. To facilitate this planning process, each of the agents is equipped with a set of skills or actions that allow them to change the state of the world. Each of these skills can only be applied if the world satisfies a certain condition, that is encoded by a set of required resources of a skill that must be present in the world before a skill may fire. Application of a skill results in producing new resources that may cause other skills to become firable. In this way, a sequence of skills can be constructed such that from an initial situation a desired state of the world can be obtained.
In general, the computational burden of a reactive agent is less than that of a deliberative agent, as the solution strategy to satisfy a goal has been designed into the reactive rule set, where a deliberative agent has to compute this strategy for each new situation. The advantage of a deliberative architecture, on the other hand, is that such an agent is able to satisfy a goal also in situations not anticipated during the design of the agent, and that an explicit plan representation can be used for further processing. An explicit plan representation may guide (i) replanning in case contingencies arise during the execution of the plan, and (ii) negotiation if two or more agents want to cooperate, as we describe in this paper.
Multi-agent systems
Another design goal of an agent system is that it is able to cooperate with other agents. Usually, this requirement stems from the observation that a mission goal cannot be satisfied by a single agent, but requires a joint effort of several agents, coordinating their plans and sharing their resources and goals.
Although this observation points out a necessary reason to cooperate, another, almost equally important reason should not be overlooked: even if agents are able to solve problems on their own, they might prefer to cooperate as sharing their resources and coordinating their activities may save costs or allows them to accept new orders to be executed in parallel.
This observation refers to applications such as supply chain management and travel assistance in which individual planning and cooperation phases can be clearly distinguished. For example, a (chain) manager first assigns each agent to a part of a complex task via a task allocation process (see for example the work by Shehory and Kraus [25] ), or each agent personally receives some requests by its customers. So, each of the agents has been assigned (sub)goals for which they construct a plan. Finally, the chain manager, or the agents themselves analyze their plans and may try to cooperate in order to satisfy (additional) constraints on costs or performance. In such a case, cooperation can be accomplished by plan revision: to reduce the total cost of his plan an agent tries to revise part of his plan by exchanging resources and goals with other agents.
Plan merging
Several potential problems may arise during merging of two plans. Plans may conflict because they require the same resource for correct execution, or the prescribed order of actions may lead to dead-lock, e.g., both have to wait for the other to finish a certain action. In order to realistically model real-life situations, we must track different attributes of resources -such as fuel, time, space, and capacity -in a numerical fashion. Furthermore, as one agent may take over responsibility of another one to satisfy a (sub)goal, there must be some form of cost and profit model.
In the literature, some attention already has been given to the development and analysis of efficient (approximately or optimal) plan merging methods as discussed in section 4. We did not encounter, however, computationally feasible approaches for solving the plan merging problem, dealing with the abovementioned, often numerical, constraints.
Our approach
In this paper, we take a special approach to multi-agent cooperative planning. As in the previously described situation of supply chain management, we assume that each of the agents has a plan available to satisfy their (sub)goals. In order to lower their costs, two or more agents investigate whether they can cooperate. Two agents can cooperate if one agent produces a resource -one that is not directly needed for goal satisfaction, but as a byproduct -that is needed by the other agent. Both agents may agree to cooperate by exchanging resources. That is to say, the agent producing the resource allows the other agent to use it. As a result, the resource that was originally produced as a byproduct becomes a subgoal for the agent. This idea has already been introduced [22, 27] , but now we present a thorough logic framework and we show how this process of exchanging resources can be controlled by an auction. We assume one of the agents acts as an auctioneer and collects all requests of all agents. For each request an auction is held, in which all agents, other than the requesting agent, may offer to deliver the requested resource(s). The auctioneer ensures that all constraints are satisfied and that the exchange actually takes place, resulting in a cost reduction. Note that we assume that agents are always willing to cooperate.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we will introduce a new framework for representing plans. The main features of this framework are (i) the ability to treat plans as first-class citizens, (ii) the distinction between resources, goals and sideproducts of resource production processes, and (iii) the possibility to model attributes of resources and constraints over attributes in a numerical fashion. We give an operational semantics in terms of a transition system for plans expressed in our resource-based plan formalism. In this framework, we also show that a set of cooperating agents can optimize their plans if they exchange resources. This optimization process is called plan merging.
Next, we further investigate this plan merging process by presenting an algorithm for it. We give two variants for the plan merging algorithm: one running in polynomial time, but in which only resources can be exchanged that have similar attributes; and one that is more liberate in that the attribute values need not necessarily be similar, but for which a polynomial running time can not be guaranteed.
Finally, we end with a comparison with related work, a description of future work, and conclusions.
The resource-skill framework
The formal framework we introduce is built upon three primitive notions: (i) resources, which are the objects manipulated by an agent, (ii) elementary production processes, called skills, used by an agent to consume resources and to produce other resources, and (iii) the goals an agent has to realize.
On top of these notions, we introduce resource schemes to represent collections of resources, and services as sequential and independent compositions of skills to model more complex (generic) production processes. We consider services to be the resource production programs an agent might use in order to achieve some goals, given some set of initial resources. Moreover, an agent has the possibility to modify these programs if he is cooperating with other agents to reduce the costs of his service or the costs of the services of other agents.
The key ideas we present in this section are the following:
1. We introduce services, which are compositions of skills, as programs an agent can use to realize its goals, given some set of initial resources. A transition system is specified to formalize the operational semantics of these services as programs.
2. It is assumed that skills cannot be used for free. Therefore, an agent will try to reduce the costs of his service by removing one or more skills, while maintaining goal realizability by executing a service reduction process. We present some reduction techniques that maintain goal realizability and hardly affect the structure of the remaining part of the service. As an outcome, we show how goal realizability can be maintained at the cost of increasing serial dependencies between skills.
3. From an abstract point of view, the services of several agents together can be viewed as one aggregated service consisting of the independent composition of the individual agent services. Initially, each of the agents uses its own service to achieve its own goals, independently from the other agents. An agent now has the opportunity to reduce its production costs by removing skills, while maintaining goal realizability, and using some free resources of other agents. As a result, such an agent will become dependent on other agents. In our framework, this means that as a result of such reductions, the original independent composition of services will go through a number of sequential refinements of the aggregated service. We then show that the intra-agent service reduction methods already presented also can be used to model inter-agent cooperation by resource-sharing.
4. Two distinct forms of inter-agent resource sharing are proposed. In the first one, instead of using a service as a generic production process, the specialization (instantiation) of the service with respect to the resources and goals given is used. Such "frozen" forms of services are called ground plans. They allow for a restricted, but computationally attractive, form of resource sharing between agents. In the second form, resource sharing is more flexible: instead of using only resources that fit into the current plan, other resources might be used as well, provided that they can be used to realize the current goals of the agent.
The results on service and plan reduction will be used in the next section to develop plan and service merging algorithms for agent cooperation. While in the formal framework, we do not distinguish between intra-agent dependencies, i.e., dependencies between skills in the service of a single agent, and inter-agent dependencies that relate services of different agents, in these algorithms we will make this distinction. To discuss our framework into detail, first we introduce a many-sorted (resource) language to describe primitive notions like resources, resource schemes, goals and goal schemes. Then we describe skills, services and operations on services. Much of our concepts and notational conventions have been taken from logic programming and are easy to grasp.
Language
We use a many-sorted first-order language L containing:
• Sorts: Sorts = {s 1 Often, we do not need to point out a specific individual resource: it is sufficient if the resource we want has certain properties that might be satisfied by more than one specific resource. That is, we are looking for an arbitrary resource belonging to some class of resource facts instead of a specific unique resource. Using the language L, such a class of resources or resource scheme is denoted by a (not necessarily ground) L-atomic formula.
Resource schemes are useful to denote arbitrary resources that are ground instances of a resource scheme. For example,
is a resource scheme denoting some taxi at Amsterdam, where we do not care about the time interval I it is available.
Given some resource r and a resource scheme rs we would like to know whether r indeed is a ground instance of rs. Hence, we need substitutions. As usual, a substitution θ is a finite set of substitution pairs of the form x i = t i , with x i ∈ Var and t i ∈ Term, satisfying the standard conditions. That is: (i) variables and terms match, i.e., if x i ∈ Var s , then t i ∈ Term s ; (ii) i = j implies x i ≡ x j ; (iii) x i does not occur as a variable in t i . The domain dom(θ) of a substitution θ is the set of variables x for which there exists a substitution pair x = t in θ. If θ and σ are substitutions, θ − σ denotes the set of substitution pairs x = t from θ such that x ∈ dom(σ ). If dom(θ) ∩ dom(σ ) = ∅, θ ∪ σ is the substitution consisting of all substitution pairs from θ and σ . A substitution θ is said to be ground, if for every pair of the form x i = t i contained in θ, t i does not contain any occurrence of a variable in Var. The empty substitution is denoted by ε.
We say that a resource r is an instance of the resource scheme rs if there exists a ground substitution θ such that rsθ = r. If we have a set RS of resource schemes, we would also like to know whether a given set R of resources satisfies RS, i.e., whether R is a typical set of resources denoted by RS. Here we have to be careful: it is not enough to have a substitution θ such that RSθ = R since for each rs ∈ RS we have to find a unique resource r ∈ R as an instance of rs. So an individual resource cannot be used to satisfy more than one resource scheme. Therefore, we do not allow a substitution θ such that for two different schemes rs, rs ∈ RS we have rsθ = rs θ. Hence, we need to introduce resource-identity preserving substitutions: Definition 1. Let RS be a set of resource schemes. A substitution θ is said to be resource-identity preserving with respect to RS, if for every rs 1 , rs 2 ∈ RS, rs 1 = rs 2 implies rs 1 θ = rs 2 θ.
Hence, an identity-preserving ground substitution with respect to RS gives rise to an injection RS → R. It is very easy to check, given a set of resource schemes RS and a substitution θ, whether θ is identity-preserving: note that for every substitution θ we have |RSθ| |RS|. By definition 1, we have |RSθ| |RS|. Hence, if θ is resourceidentity preserving, then |RS| = |RSθ|. Analogously, if θ is a substitution such that |RS| = |RSθ|, it immediately follows that rs 1 = rs 2 implies rs 1 θ = rs 2 θ. Summarizing this line of reasoning, we have:
A substitution θ is resource-identity preserving with respect to a given set of resource schemes RS iff |RS| = |RSθ|.
Definition 3.
A set of resources R satisfies a set RS of resource schemes, denoted by R | = RS, if there exists a resource-identity preserving ground substitution θ with respect to RS, such that RSθ ⊆ R. To indicate the substitution θ explicitly, we write R | = θ RS.
Sometimes, we need to find a collection of resources that not individually, but together satisfy some conditions. Corresponding classes of resources can be obtained by introducing extended resource schemes.
Definition 4.
An extended resource scheme is a tuple (RS, C), where (i) RS is a set of resource schemes, and (ii) C is a set of constraints for terms with variables occurring in resources in RS. 2 Remark. Note that every set R of resources is a special set of resource schemes. An arbitrary set RS of resource schemes is a special case of an extended resource scheme, where the set C of constraints equals {true}.
Of course, we would also like to know whether a given set R of resources satisfies a set of extended resource schemes RS. If we want to specify the substitution θ used to satisfy the extended resource scheme, we write R | = θ (RS, C).
To give an example, consider a passenger p(x 1 : loc, I 1 : time) at location x 1 at time interval I 1 , waiting for a (taxi)-ride ride(x 2 : loc, y : loc, c : cap, I 2 : time) from location x 2 to y, having c free seats and occurring in time interval I 2 . To help the passenger it is required that x 1 = x 2 , c > 0, and I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅. This is expressed by the following extended resource scheme:
Every set R of resources containing at least one ride and one passenger resource meeting these constraints will satisfy this extended resource scheme. In this example we used x 1 and x 2 to denote the same location, because of the constraint x 1 = x 2 . Later in this paper we will use only one variable x and omit this constraint.
Goals
Some resources an agent already has, others he needs to obtain. In general, such an agent does not care about obtaining a specific (unique) resource as a goal g, but only a resource having some specific properties. So we will conceive an individual goal g as a resource scheme. Even more generally, we may want to obtain a set of goals meeting some constraints. Therefore, we define goals and goal schemes analogously to resources and extended resource schemes as follows: Definition 6. A goal g is a resource scheme. A goal scheme Gs is an extended resource scheme Gs = (G, C), where G is a set of goals.
As goal schemes are extended resource schemes, we also use R | = Gs to express that the resource set R satisfies the goal scheme Gs.
Skills
Suppose we are given some set of resources R and we want to obtain some set of resources R satisfying a given goal scheme Gs. We clearly need a way to transform the set R into this set R . To this end, we introduce skills as (elementary) resource consuming and resource production processes.
Definition 7.
A skill is a rule of the form s : RS ← (RS, C). Here, s is the name of the skill, RS is a set of resource schemes containing only variables that occur in the extended resource scheme (RS, C), i.e., var(RS ) ⊆ var(RS).
Intuitively, the meaning of a skill s is as follows: whenever there is a set of resources R and a ground substitution θ such that R | = θ (RS, C), the set R is consumed by s and a new set of resources R = RS θ will be produced. 3 This set R is uniquely determined by θ and RS.
We identify the set of constraints C occurring in a skill s by C s . Furthermore, var(s) = var(RS) denotes the set of variables occurring in s, in(s) = RS denotes the set of input resource schemes, and out(s) = RS is the set of output resource schemes. Definition 8. Skill application to resources. Let s : RS ← (RS, C) be a skill and let R, R be sets of resources. We say that R can be produced from R using s, abbreviated by R s R , if there is a resource-identity preserving ground substitution θ with respect to RS ∪ RS such that 4 1. R | = θ RS; 2. | = θ C, i.e., every constraint in C reduces to true under θ; and 3. R = (R−RSθ)∪RS θ, i.e., the resources RSθ which are consumed by s are removed from R, while the resources RS θ produced by s are added to the remaining set of resources. To explain the last skill, travel: for a passenger to travel from location x to location y, two resources are needed. First of all, the passenger should be at location x at a certain time t 1 and secondly, a ride (produced by a taxi) should be available at a time t 3 t 1 and with capacity at least 1. The time the passenger arrives at location y is calculated using a pre-defined time-distance matrix t (x, y). The constraint t 3 + t (x, y) t 2 ensures that the passenger arrives before his deadline t 2 .
A ride resource can be produced by the first skill: take the resource set R = {taxi(adam, [10, ∞] )}, suppose that t (adam, rdam) = 40 and let θ = {x = adam,
Skills represent generic production processes that may be applied to different sets of resources. Since the same skill may be used more than once, we should be able to distinguish several uses of the same skill; therefore we introduce skill variants.
Definition 10. Two skills s 1 : RS 1 ← (RS 1 , C 1 ) and s 2 : RS 2 ← (RS 2 , C 2 ) are said to be variants if there exist substitutions θ and ψ such that
It is not difficult to see that whenever two skills s 1 and s 2 are variants, the substitutions θ and ψ involved have to be resource-identity preserving with respect to RS 1 ∪ RS 1 and RS 2 ∪ RS 2 , respectively. 5 
Resources, skills and uniqueness postulates
As remarked before, resources are considered to be unique objects in our framework. Since we are dealing with skills that consume and produce resources, it is not sufficient to deal with uniqueness in a (current) set of resources. Instead, we want uniqueness to be preserved also in these generic resource consumption and production processes. We capture these uniqueness requirements in the form of the following uniqueness postulates:
Postulate UN1. Every resource r is a unique object, uniquely identified by a resource fact. Postulate UN2. Whenever a resource r has been consumed by a skill application it can never be reproduced by any sequence of skill applications. Postulate UN3. A resource r produced by a a skill variant s is uniquely determined by s and the unique input resources of s. Postulate UN4. A skill is a generic production process. A goal is a generic resource object. Therefore, a skill can never require a unique resource to be given as one of its input resources and a goal can always be satisfied by more than one possible resource.
These uniqueness postulates can be satisfied if every resource has a special identification attribute id. For each resource r, the id attribute has a unique value. We also consider a countable set of skill variants; each such a skill variant has a unique identification number. Whenever a resource r appears as output of a skill, the value of the id-attribute of r is determined by the concatenation of the values of the input identification labels and the skill-identification number. Hence, the value of the identification attribute of a resource r will reflect its production history and -given unique initial values of input resources -we are guaranteed to preserve uniqueness of every resource ever produced or consumed. Note that the last postulate requires that we can never use specific values of the id-attribute as one of the constraints on the variables of input resources. In fact, it is sufficient to assume that the id-attribute is never mentioned in the set of constraints of a skill s or goal scheme.
In the sequel, we assume that every resource has such an identification attribute id and we define two resources to be similar if they are identical with the possible exception for the value of their id-attributes.
Definition 11.
Resources r, r having the same predicate name and attributes and attribute values, with the possible exception of values of the id attribute, are said to be similar resources, abbreviated as r ≈ r . Analogously, if there exist resource sets R, R and a bijection f : R → R such that for every r ∈ R, r ≈ f (r), we say that R is similar to R , abbreviated as R ≈ R .
Analogously, for substitutions σ and σ , we write σ ≈ σ if they are identical with the possible exception of the values assigned to the id-attribute.
Note that according to postulate UN3, similar resources are indistinguishable for skills or goals.
Services
In general, most of the goals are not realizable by applying just a single skill on the set of available resources. Instead they will require the execution of several skills sequentially and/or concurrently to reach some goals.
Of course, we might use definition 8 and the transitive closure of the production relation S = s∈S s to describe the set of resources sets R derivable from a given resource set R. However, we will not do so. The reason is that we are not primarily interested in finding the skills to produce a set of resources from an initial set of resources -this surely is a difficult planning problem, -but in using a given (structured) set of skills to produce a set of resources.
Instead of determining a complete plan from scratch, we assume the existence of such a skill program, also called a service, and we will use these services to test whether they can be used to obtain some given goal, and, if so, whether they can be simplified to reach these goals.
We will assume that such a service consists of a composition of (unique) skills or variants of skills. The set of services Ss over the set S of skill variants is inductively defined as follows.
Definition 12.
1. E is a service over ∅, called the empty service.
2. Every skill s is a service over the set {s}.
3. If π 1 and π 2 are services over S 1 and S 2 and S 1 ∩S 2 = ∅, then (π 1 ; π 2 ) and (π 1 π 2 ) are services over S 1 ∪ S 2 .
Here ; denotes sequential composition and denotes the independent composition operator. The service π 1 ; π 2 expresses that starting the execution of skills in π 2 is dependent upon completion of all skills in π 1 , while π 1 π 2 denotes two services that have to be executed completely independent from each other, that is, no resource produced or consumed by π 1 can be consumed by a skill in π 2 and vice-versa and there are no execution constraints between skills in the two services.
If Ss is a service over a set S of skills, Skills(Ss) = S denotes the set of skills used in Ss. Without loss of generality, we can always assume that whenever s, s ∈ Skill(Ss) are two different skills then var(s) ∩ var(s ) = ∅.
A transition system specification for services
A service Ss is a kind of program an agent can execute on a given set R of resources to obtain some set of goals. During execution of skills in a service, the agent creates new sets of resources that in turn might be changed by executing the remaining part of the service. So we identify a state of an agent A by a tuple (Ss, R) where Ss is the (remaining part of a) service to be applied on the current set of resources R. After successful execution of the complete service Ss, its final state will be (E, R ) for some set of final resources R .
To specify a transition relation between the states of an agent and especially between initial states (Ss, R) and final states (E, R ), we use transition systems (cf. [23] ) to define the operational semantics of skill applications, sequential composition and independent composition. Each of the following definitions specifies a transition rule defining the results a single skill application, and the composition operators have on the current state of the agent. Together they inductively define the transition relation → between the states of an agent.
During the execution of skills, the agent creates substitutions θ used to bind skill variables to attribute values in resources. For bookkeeping purposes, we will often use such substitutions as subscripts in the transition relation →.
First of all, we need reflexivity: by using an empty substitution, a transition can be made from a state to itself. Definition 13. Reflexivity:
Given a skill s and a set of resources R, the skill can be executed on R whenever we can find an identity preserving ground substitution θ that (i) satisfies the constraints C s and (ii) applied to in(s) selects a subset of the resources (cf. definition 8).
Definition 14.
Transition rule for skill application:
The sequential composition π 1 ; π 2 of two services π 1 and π 2 using resources in R requires the execution of all skills in π 1 on R (resulting in an intermediate set of resources produced), before π 2 can be applied. We distinguish two cases: one to execute (part of) π 1 (definition 15) and one to execute π 1 and (a part of) π 2 (definition 16).
Definition 15.
Transition rule for sequential composition -reduction:
Definition 16. Transition rule for sequential composition -elimination:
R ) .
Note that these two rules define any state transition for a sequential composition of services, so we do not need the transitive closure of →.
The specification of the independent composition π 1 π 2 using resources in R is somewhat more involved. The reason is that this operator is used to express that two sub-services (i) have to be completely independent with respect to their resource needs and (ii) run concurrently. These concurrency aspects, however, have to be specified by the independent and successful execution of the subservices separately. Definition 17. Transition rule for independent composition -reduction:
.
We note that if R 1 ∩ R 2 = ∅, as a consequence of the uniqueness postulates, we also have
Finally, we need two transition rules to deal with the borderline cases E π and π E to identify them with π . 
Definition 18. Transition rules for E π and π E -elimination:
Using the transition rules defined, we now use → as the reflexive closure of the relation specified by these rules.
As an immediate consequence of the preceding definitions and the uniqueness postulates, we mention the following properties of the relation →.
Proof. By easy induction on the structure of the service π .
Goal satisfaction, service reduction and sequential refinement
Given these transition rules, we now are able to define whether a goal scheme Gs can be satisfied by a service Ss.
Definition 21.
Let Ss be a service over the set S, R a set of resources and Gs = (G, C) a goal scheme. We say that (Ss, R) satisfies Gs, abbreviated as (Ss, R) | = Gs, if there exists an R such that (Ss, R) → (E, R ) and R | = Gs. If (Ss, R) → θ (E, R ), R | = σ Gs and we want to specify these substitutions explicitly, we write (Ss, R) | = θ,σ Gs.
Service reduction
Using a service Ss to obtain some goals, it may be the case that not every skill occurring in Ss is needed to satisfy the goals. If the use of a skill is not for free, it might be profitable for an agent to look for skills that might be omitted from a service if the goals and initial resources are known. In this subsection we will develop some results about such service reduction methods. In particular, we will study the consequences of removing one skill from a service, while leaving nearly untouched the remaining structure of the service.
Definition 22.
Let Ss be a service and s a skill occurring in Ss. The elementary reduction of Ss with respect to s, denoted by Ss − s, is the service obtained from Ss by substituting E for s in Ss. Given a service Ss and a set S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } of skills, the reduced service Ss − S is obtained by repeatedly removing a skill s ∈ S from Ss.
First we show that the loss of a skill in a service can be easily compensated by adding the right resources in order to maintain goal realizability. Intuitively, these additional resources should be similar to the output resources of the skill. We will use this result further on and therefore we present a rather elaborate proof.
Proposition 23. If (Ss, R) | = θ,σ Gs and s is a skill occurring in Ss, then (Ss
Proof. By induction on the structure of Ss we show that (Ss, R) → θ (E, R ) for some substitution θ, implies that there exists some substitution τ ⊂ θ with dom(τ ) = var(s), such that
So it remains to present the proof by induction.
1. Suppose Ss = s and (s, R) → θ (E, R ) for some substitution θ. By definition 14, it follows that
Suppose Ss
and
We distinguish two cases:
(a) If s ∈ Skills(π 1 ), then, by induction hypothesis, we derive from equation (1):
where τ ⊂ θ 1 . By monotonicity (see proposition 20(i)), it follows from equation (2) that
and combining these derivations, noting that Ss − s = (π 1 − s; π 2 ), we derive
, then, by induction hypothesis, we have
where τ ⊂ θ. But then, again by proposition 20(i) and by equations (1) and (2), it follows that
Suppose Ss = π 1 π 2 and (Ss, R) → θ (E, R ).
By the definition of we must have R = R 1 ∪ R 2 for some R 1 , R 2 and
where θ = θ 1 ∪ θ 2 and R = R 1 ∪ R 2 .
Without loss of generality we may assume that s ∈ Skills(π 1 ). Hence, by induction hypothesis,
where τ ⊂ θ 1 . By the uniqueness postulates UN1-UN3, it follows that
Hence, using definition 17, we derive
This proposition captures the intuitively obvious idea that a loss of some skill in a service always can be compensated for by (i) adding some (initial) resources, (ii) without affecting the structure of the remaining part of the service.
In general, however, this is not a solution we are interested in. Instead, we would like to find a solution (i) without affecting the initial set of resources available and (ii) hardly affecting the structure of the remaining part of the service.
The idea is that sometimes we do not need to add resources if we can use resources produced by the service Ss itself that are not involved in the goal satisfaction process. That is, whenever we remove a skill s we might try to compensate for its removal by using free resources generated by other skills in the service to substitute for the output resources of s.
To guarantee that such a substitution of resources does not affect the goal realizability when executing the remaining part of the service, we have to analyze what requirements such resources have to satisfy in order to be used. This will force us to analyze the dependency structure between a given skill and other skills in a service.
Secondly, we have to make clear what is meant by a hardly changing the structure of the remaining service in order to adapt to the loss of some skill. To this end we will introduce the notion of a sequential refinement of a service.
Free resources and dependencies
Suppose some skill s is removed from Ss and let r be a resource produced by s that is used as input resource of some skill s sequentially dependent on s. So we need to replace r. Suppose that a resource r produced by some skill s , is used to replace r. As a consequence, a sequential dependency will be created between s and s .
This immediately implies that the production of such a free resource r should not depend on the skill s nor on any skill sequentially dependent on s in the service Ss.
So, let Ss be a service containing a skill s. We define the (sub)service Ss post(s) as the service containing all skills in Ss dependent on s, as follows: It follows that no resource produced by a skill in Ss post(s) can be used as a free resource to compensate for the removal of s from Ss. Now we are ready to define the set of free resources Free(Ss, s, R, θ) that might be used to replace resources r produced by some skill s removed from Ss. That is, the set R free equals the set of resources produced by the part of the service Ss not containing s or any service sequentially dependent on s in Ss using the original bindings θ that have been produced when Ss was applied to R.
Sequential refinement
We use a sequential refinement of a service to capture the idea of minimal changes in the structure of a service. Intuitively speaking, Ss is a sequential refinement of Ss iff sequential precedence constraints in Ss are not violated. This notion can be easily defined using the set of dependencies in a service. An important property of sequential refinements is that the transition relations are preserved.
Lemma 28 (Sequential refinement and transition relation). If it holds that (Ss, R) → θ (E, R ) and Ss Ss then (Ss , R) → θ (E, R ).
Proof. Easy but tedious by induction on the composition of Ss.
Using these notions of refinements and free resources, we will state now one of the main results of this section. The following theorem characterizes (i) the requirements a set of free resources has to satisfy and (ii) the changes that have to be made in the remaining part of the skill in order to guarantee goal realizability. Intuitively, the theorem states that whenever a skill s is removed from a service Ss used and the set of free resources is sufficient to realize the goal starting with the sub-service Ss post(s) , we always can find a sequential refinement of Ss − s that realizes Gs using the original set of resources. Observe that θ 1 ∪ σ does not need to be contained in θ. The reason is that a completely different set of bindings might be produced by Ss post(s) to derive a set of resources satisfying Gs.
There is, however, a special case in which the same bindings used in the execution of Ss can be used to satisfy the set of goals in the reduced service. Suppose that a service Ss is used to produce a set of resources R from R using a substitution θ. Moreover, it is known that R | = σ Gs. Let s be a skill to be removed and let F s the set of of free resources not depending on s. Suppose now that we are able to find a set of resources R s similar to the set out(s)θ of resources to be replaced such that (i) R s contains output resources of Ss or input resources of s, i.e., R s ⊆ (F s ∩ R ) ∪ in(s)θ and (ii) R s is not involved in the binding of goals, that is: R − R s | = σ Gs.
We show that we can use R s to replace the resources originally produced by s if we use a sequential refinement of Ss − s. 
Then it suffices to prove that (Ss post(s) , F s ) | = ρ,σ Gs for some ρ ≈ (θ − θ 1 ) and σ ≈ σ . 
Since (s; Ss post(s) , F s ) → θ−θ 1 (E, R ), by proposition 23 it follows that
But then, by postulate UN3, it follows that R | = σ Gs for some σ ≈ σ . Using ρ = θ − θ 1 , we have (Ss post(s) , F s ) | = ρ,σ Gs.
Sequential refinement and multi-agent cooperation
The elementary reductions of services can be applied to the services of single agents but also -in a more interesting way -to the services of agents together. Suppose that A 1 , . . . , A n are agents using (disjoint) sets of resources R i and services S i to satisfy goal schemes Gs i = (G i , C i ). Clearly, an independent combination Ss = Ss 1 Ss 2 . . . Ss n of their services can be considered as a model of their joint services and we can easily derive
That is, the agents jointly are able to satisfy the joint goals Gs = ( G i , C i ) using their joint resources R = R 1 ∪ R 2 ∪ · · · ∪ R n . Hence, the service reduction techniques discussed sofar for the single agent case can be easily extended to deal with the multi-agent case and can be used to form the formal basis for modeling agent cooperation, if we are prepared to model both intra-and inter-agent independent skill execution using the independent combination operator .
Imagine that, initially, the agents run their services concurrently to satisfy their individual goals. We assume that the cost of executing a service is the sum of the costs associated with the applications of the individual skills and the costs of the resources occurring in R.
Although the concurrent composition of services is sufficient to satisfy the goals, it will often contain more skills and uses more resources than is necessary to satisfy all the goals. Hence, the agents might try to reduce the costs of their service (i) by reducing the number of skill applications, (ii) without increasing the set of resources available, while (iii) maintaining goal-realizability. The techniques they can apply essentially are based on the service reduction theorems we have presented above. Basically, we distinguish two main techniques for inter-agent cooperation.
Ground-plan based merging.
In the previous section we used a service Ss to apply them to a resource set R thereby generating a ground substitution θ and producing a set of resources R . This set in turn was shown to satisfy a given goal scheme Gs = (G, C) by using a substitution σ such that Gσ ⊆ R while | = Cσ . It is not difficult to see that Ssθ is an independent/sequential composition of ground instances of skills taking as input a set of resources R and producing R . The substitution σ informs us in a unique way about the subset Gσ of R that is used to satisfy the goal scheme. We call the triple (R, Ssθ, Gσ ) a ground plan for achieving Gs from R using θ.
Assuming that all the agents have such ground plans for realizing their goals, they might try to reduce their ground plans, that is try to remove some of the ground instances of the skills used, without affecting the substitutions used in other skills and the goal bindings. Such reductions can only be achieved if upon the removal of such a ground instance sθ, the agent can find a set of resources similar to out(s)θ if sθ is used in the goal production. Theorem 30 provides the essentials of such ground-plan based merging processes.
2. Flexible-plan based merging. While ground-plan based merging can be achieved rather efficiently, in many respects it is rather inflexible. Sometimes, an agent might use resources of another agent after a removal of its own skill, but then he has to adapt some of the remaining skill applications because the resources provided are not similar to the ones to be replaced. They even might have some consequences in the goal to end-product bindings. Merging techniques based on an exchange of non-similar resource sets can be based on theorem 29. These merging techniques require the use of the original skill and testing of constraints. It is therefore more flexible, but in general computationally more involved.
We will discuss both variants in the next section. , [t , ∞] )}, {t 150)}) be a goal scheme. Then P = (R, Ssθ, Gσ ) with θ = {x = adam, y = rdam, t 1 = 100, t 2 = ∞, t 3 = 100, c = 2} and σ = {t = 140} is a ground plan for (G, C) using Ss.
Plan merging
For agents acting in a common environment, on one hand, it is often necessary to cooperate, for example, to reduce their costs. On the other hand, agents usually like to keep some information to themselves. The following example illustrates this difficulty.
Example 32. Consider two taxi companies each having their own plans for their taxis. Such companies do not like to reveal all their plans to a third party, because they do not trust each other, but they do like to cooperate, because taxis often drive to a location without transporting any passengers. It may happen that such an empty ride coincides with the route one of the clients of the other company would like to take. In this case, one company could sell its -otherwise unused -ride to the other, thereby reducing the costs of its plan.
In the previous section, we have shown that a skill can be deleted from a service without affecting goal-realizability, at the cost of introducing additional dependencies between skills (theorem 29), or by using resources from the set of free resources (theorem 30). In the multi-agent setting, however, we do not have one service representing the plans of all agents. Because the agents like to keep information to themselves, each agent has its own service. The dependencies between skills of services of separate agents are different from the usual dependencies within a service, because these dependencies are not visible to the agents. We represent the dependency of an agent a 1 on an agent a 2 by introducing an additional goal for a 2 similar to an additional initial resource of agent a 1 .
In this section we first describe a plan merging algorithm based on replacing the output resources of a skill by free resources that are similar in the sense of definition 11. We call this algorithm ground plan merging. Although validity of resource replacement can easily be checked, it may be inefficient as we use a too strict notion of similarity. Therefore, we refine the ground plan merging algorithm to a more flexible plan merging algorithm, where we only require replacements to match the same constraints as the output resources of the deleted skill. That is, all constraints on subsequent skills and goals that depend on these resources must be satisfied by the new resources. This algorithm, called flexible plan merging, is described in section 3.2, followed by an analysis of the time-complexity of both algorithms. 
Ground plan merging
The goal of ground plan merging is to remove as many skills as possible by exchanging ground resources between agents, while retaining goal-realizability. In a plan merging algorithm for a multi-agent system, each agent should retain local control, and be able to decide for itself what information or resources to share, and what not. We illustrate this problem by elaborating on example 32. To discuss the exchange of resources in a simple way, we use a graph representation of a ground plan that allows us to address resources in a plan directly.
Definition 33. Let (R, Ssθ, Gσ ) be a ground plan. Then, the plan graph F associated with this ground plan is the bipartite directed acyclic graph F = (S ∪ R , A), where S = Skills(Ss), and R = s∈S (in(s) ∪ out(s))θ, i.e., the set of all resources, including intermediate resources, produced by Ss; and A = {(r, s) | r ∈ in(s)θ} ∪ {(s, r) | r ∈ out(s)θ}, i.e., the set of all arcs connecting resources to skills using or producing these resources.
Example 34. In the examples in this section we use resources fitting the resource scheme p(number : N, location : {A, . . . , F }, time : I) to describe passengers at a location taken from the set {A, . . . , F } at a time specified by an interval I ∈ I, and we use the resource scheme taxi(number : N, location : {A, . . . , F }, time : I) to describe a taxi that is available at a location ∈ {A, . . . , F }, during a specific time interval. 6 Consider a simple street plan of a city as shown in figure 1 . The dashed arrows point to the goal location of the passengers. We assume an agent a 1 that has the disposal of skills drive_y, with y taken from the set {A, . . . , F }, and travel, as described in example 9, and of the initial resources {taxi(2, F, [4, ∞] plan available to attain these goals, such as shown in figure 2. We also assume an agent a 2 having the disposal of the same skills, but a different (disjunct) set of initial resources: {taxi(1, A, [3, ∞] [2, ∞] )}, and a goal set:
, that is, passenger 2 should be at D before 8 and passenger 1 should be at B before 5, leading to a plan indicated by figure 3. The problem is how to discover which of the nine skills can be removed by exchanging resources, without constructing a global plan.
In this section, we use an auction mechanism to solve this problem. We assume one of the agents, or a trusted third party, acts as the auctioneer. All agents deposit requests with this auctioneer. Each request corresponds with the removal of a skill from an agent's plan, and thus has an expected cost reduction. A skill can be removed if for each output resource that is needed by another skill or as a goal, a replacement can be found. The auctioneer deals with the request with the highest potential cost reduction first. Right before the auction is started, the requesting agent is asked for the specific set of resources R that has to be replaced by resources of other agents. This This figure shows a plan graph for agent a 2 to reach the following two goals:
set cannot be included in the initial request, since it can change because agents may give resources they could use themselves to other agents (that had requests of a higher priority). To put up an auction for a request of an agent a, the set of resources R is sent to each agent, except to a. The agents return all their free resources for which there is a similar (see definition 11) one in the request set R, and include the price of each of their offered resources. 7 When all bids are collected by the auctioneer, it selects for each requested resource the cheapest bid. If for each resource in R a replacement can be found, the auctioneer tells the requesting agent a that it may discard the corresponding skill(s). The replacing resources are marked as goals for the providing agents, and become additional 'initial' resources for agent a. If not all resources can be replaced, the request is retried after completion of all other requests. This process is repeated until none of the auctions has been successful. Algorithm 1 describes this auction algorithm in more detail. (GROUND_PLAN_MERGING(A) ).
Algorithm 1
1. retrieve requests from all agents A 2. repeat 2.1. while some requests left do 2.1.1. get the request with the highest priority 2.1.2. ask the requesting agent a for the required resources R 2.1.3. for each a ∈ A, a = a do ask a for free resources similar to resources in R add these to R 2.1.4. let R ⊆ R be the cheapest set, such that R ≈ R 2.1.5. if successful, i.e., R ≈ R then actually replace R by R for agent a and mark all resources from R as goals for their respective delivering agent 2.1.6. if failed then store this failed request in a secondary storage 2.2. restore all failed requests 3. until there has not been a successful replacement
In the following we continue example 34 by showing the effect of plan merging on the plans of the agents.
Example 35. Running GROUND_PLAN_MERGING for agents a 1 and a 2 , as described in example 34, results in the following plan modifications. Each agent returns a set of requests to the auctioneer. For a 1 this is at most {(drive_C, 1), (drive_D, 2), (drive_E, 3), (travel, 4)}, and for a 2 { (drive_B, 1), (drive_C, 1), (drive_D, 2), (travel 1 , 1) , (travel 2 , 3)}. Each request consists of a resource and a number indicating the potential cost reduction. In this example each skill has costs one. The requests are put in a priority queue based on this cost reduction. Subsequently, the one with the highest potential cost reduction is selected, that is (travel, 4) by a 1 , and the required resource(s) are determined: {p(3, E, [7, ∞] )}. Unfortunately, agent a 2 does not have this resource in its free resource set. So this request is stored in the secondary storage. Most of the other requests do not lead to a success either. The only request that allows for plan optimization is (drive_D, 2) by agent a 2 . The required resource for this request is {ride(C, D, 2, [5, 5])} and a 1 happens to have this resource available. This resource is then used in the plan of agent a 2 to replace the similar resource produced by drive_D, and so two skills can be removed from this plan: drive_D and therefore also drive_C, as it then does not produce any product anymore that is used by another skill or marked as a goal. The resource ride(C, D, 2, [5, 5] ) is marked as a goal for agent a 1 , resulting in the merged plan depicted in figure 4 . The GROUND_PLAN_MERGING algorithm is an any-time algorithm, because it can be stopped at any moment. If the algorithm is stopped, it will still return an improved set of agent plans, because this algorithm used a greedy policy, i.e., dealing with the requests with the largest potential cost reduction first. In the next section we describe a more flexible version of such an any-time merging algorithm.
Flexible plan merging
The ground plan merging algorithm can be too restrictive, because only resources that are similar, are accepted as a replacement. In general, a replacement should be an instantiation of the same resource scheme and satisfy the same constraints. These constraints are (i) the constraints of the skill or goal that uses this resource, and (ii) indirectly constraints on subsequent skills and the goal constraints. We first give an example of a situation in which the ground plan merging algorithm does not give the desired result.
Example 36. In example 35 we have seen how a resource can be exchanged in a ground plan to improve the joint efficiency. Suppose now that the initial resources of a 1 
A planner now might come up with a plan where every resource is produced one time unit earlier. Intuitively, it is clear that a similar exchange would still be possible. However, the original plan merging algorithm is too restrictive to discover this possibility, because the requested resource {ride (C, D, 2, [5, 5] )} by agent a 2 and the free resource {ride (C, D, 2, [4, 4] )} by agent a 1 are not similar.
In the flexible plan merging algorithm, a request is not specified by a set of resources, but by a set of resource schemes together with a set of constraints on the values of the attributes of these schemes. All constraints on the requested resource schemes are extracted from the services involved in the plan by the requesting agent. Each agent returns only those free resources that satisfy at least one of the resource schemes, such that the set of constraints is satisfiable. It is the task of the auctioneer to find a combination of those returned resources that satisfies both the set of resource schemes and all constraints (preferably with minimal costs). In general, the complexity of the flexible plan merging algorithm (algorithm 2) that solves this problem is exponential for the auctioneer, but in practice the time complexity is usually limited (see section 3.3).
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Algorithm 2 (FLEXIBLE_PLAN_MERGING(A) ).
retrieve requests from all agents A
2. repeat 2.1. while some requests left do 2.1.1. extract the request with the highest priority 2.1.2. let a be the agent placing this request for skill s 2.1.3. using function GET_CONSTRAINTS(a, s) (see algorithm 3) get the required resource schemes and the constraints C from agent a 2.1.4. for each a ∈ A, a = a do return all free resources r of a , such that ∃rs ∈ RS : r | = rs and C(r) is satisfiable, to the auctioneer, storing it in the set R 2.1.5. R = the cheapest combination R ⊆ R such that R | = RS and C(R ) is satisfiable 2.1.6. if successful then replace RS by R and update agent a's plan; mark all resources from R as goals for their respective delivering agent 2.1.7. if failed then store this failed request in a secondary storage 2.2. restore all failed requests 3. until there has not been a successful replacement
In step 2 of algorithm 2, the constraints on the requested resources are determined. This procedure is somewhat complicated, because a requested resource r may be used by a skill s having constraints on it. The skill s may produce resources R that due to range-restrictedness (see definition 7), are functionally dependent on this resource r. These resources R, in turn, may be used by other skills or as a goal, again introducing constraints on r (indirectly).
The set of all constraints C on the requested resources can be derived as follows. For an agent a, a set of requested resources R x , the corresponding set of resource schemes RS x , a set of resources R from the plan of a, and a set of constraints C on R, we define a recursive function, GET_CONSTRAINTS_ON(a, R x , RS x , R, C). This function creates a resource scheme RS corresponding to R, such that the attributes of RS are expressed as a function of the attributes of RS x , and returns all constraints on RS x , including the constraints C. Let R I denote the set of initial (ground) resources. In case R ⊆ R x ∪ R I , the set of constraints C already is of the correct type (on RS x and some constants) and may be returned, and the attributes of R are also correct (either constant or a function of attributes of R x ).
If there are resources in R that are not ground and not in R x , then the attributes of the resources R need to be expressed as a function of the attributes of R x ∪ R I . For each resource r ∈ R that is not in R x ∪ R I , there is a skill s that produces r. The attributes of r are functionally dependent on the input resources of s. A recursive call of GET_CONSTRAINTS_ON the input resources of s, ensures that the attributes of the input resources, and thus the attributes of r can be expressed as a function of the attributes of R x ∪ R I , and so can the constraints C. The GET_CONSTRAINTS_ON algorithm (see algorithm 3) is initiated with the set of free resources and the goal constraints.
5. for each s ∈ S do 5.1. determine the set R of input resources of s; 5.2. get constraints on RS x , given output resources R and constraints on s (GET_CONSTRAINTS_ON (a, R x , RS x , R , C s ));
5.3. add these constraints to the constraint base CB.
6. for each resource r ∈ (R − R x ) do express the attributes of r in terms of the attributes of the input resources of the skill s that produces r in the plan of agent a.
7. Evaluate the constraints C on the attributes of R.
8. Add them to the constraint base CB.
return CB.
We now show how the constraints introduced in example 36 are derived. 
Complexity analysis
In this section we analyze the time complexity of both plan merging algorithms. We start by giving the complexity analysis of FLEXIBLE_PLAN_MERGING, because, as we will see, GROUND_PLAN_MERGING is a special case of FLEXIBLE_PLAN_MERGING. First, however, we make some assumptions. Let n be the number of skills in the joint plan of all agents. We suppose there is a constant c 1 such that for all skills s holds that |in(s)|, |out(s)| c, and |C s | c, and thus (because a request is related to the removal of one skill) for all requests G also |G| c. Then, because the number of resources related to a skill is bounded by this constant c, we may conclude that the number of resources is O(n), as is the time complexity of one traversal through the plan graph. Proof. In step 1 of algorithm 2 the requests of the agents are collected and the costreductions determined. This can be done by one traversal of the plan of the agent, and thus takes O(n) time. The repeat loop (step 2) is stopped once there is no change.
A change is the removal of a skill. So this loop, in the worst case, is traversed O(n) times. In the worst case, the while-loop (step 2.1) inside this repeat-loop may be executed O(n) times as well, since there are at most O(n) requests.
We discuss the steps of this while-loop that, at first sight, take more than constant time.
Finding the request with the highest priority can be done, e.g., by a priority queue, taking aggregated O(1) time.
Step 2.1.3 determines the constraints on the request. 9 This is algorithm 3. Because of the set of completed skills, each skill is considered only once, so, given that the functions can be evaluated in constant time, this step takes O(n) time.
Step 2. Proof. We use the proof of proposition 38. It can be easily seen that the complexity of the steps of GROUND_PLAN_MERGING is equal to the equivalent steps of FLEXI-BLE_PLAN_MERGING. There is, however, one important difference: step 2.1.5 in FLEX-IBLE_PLAN_MERGING of O(n c ) is related to step 2.1.4 of GROUND_PLAN_MERGING of O(n). Therefore the total time complexity of GROUND_PLAN_MERGING is O(n 3 ).
The time-complexity of FLEXIBLE_PLAN_MERGING is caused by the dependencies between the resource schemes. For example, it can be seen that, if (i) for each resource scheme rs, the set of constraints on rs only involves rs, and (ii) the set of resources that satisfies rs and C rs is disjoint from sets of resources satisfying other resource schemes, then the selection of the cheapest combination can be done in linear time, like in GROUND_PLAN_MERGING. Proposition 41 bounds this dependency by a constant, depending on the set of goal schemes and the set of skills used. First, we need to define a so-called dependency constant for a set of constraints on a set of resource schemes. We use res(C) = RS to denote the set of resource schemes whose attributes occur in the constraints in C (so all attributes occurring in C belong to RS). 
. By the proof of proposition 38, the result follows.
The following example illustrates these properties.
Example 42. In our model of the taxi company domain, all skills have at most two input and two output resource schemes. So we have c = 2, and therefore the plan merging algorithm has time complexity O(n 4 ). Using proposition 41, we derive the following: in one case (the travel skill) we have a skill constraint with d = 2 (see definition 40). If we further require that all goals (G, C) are modeled such that d C 2, in other words, no goals may be specified so vague that one resource may satisfy more than two goals, this also leads to a time complexity of O(n 4 ).
Discussion
We proposed a formalism in which we are able to express all kinds of constraints on all kinds of attributes. Our plan merging algorithm deals with these constraints and reallocates resources to improve efficiency in a distributed way. Our algorithm is an approximation, using a greedy heuristic, and can be stopped at any time. We also give some restrictions on the problem that allows a very efficient plan merging. Furthermore, we deal with private knowledge of the agents. Dealing with conflicts between agents, insincere agents, interleaving planning and execution, and replanning is future work (see section 4.3).
This work is strongly related to other work in both the multi-agent community, especially multi-agent planning and multi-agent problem solving, and the computational logic community. In this section we first relate our work on plan merging to other plan merging methods. In section 4.2 we mention some other logics that are used for planning and we show how they are different from our approach. We conclude with a discussion on future work.
Relation with other plan merging methods
In the beginning of the eighties Rosenschein [24] proposed ways to deal with conflicts between agents that can be resolved by synchronizing the execution of their plans. He showed what to communicate to resolve undesired interactions, so-called conflicts. He did not show, however, how to improve the efficiency of plans by cooperation, nor how to cope with quantitative resources like capacity or costs. In our framework we have not paid much attention to resolution of conflicts. However, we assume an initial distribution of all available resources. This resolves most of the conflicts, since an agent may not sell a resource it needs itself.
The work of Georgeff [13, 14] on multi-agent planning was also not to improve a set of plans, but to ensure that two or more plans do not conflict. In [14] Georgeff defines a so-called process model to formalize the actions open to an agent. Part of a process model are the correctness conditions, defined over the state of the world, that must be valid before execution of the plan may succeed. Two agents can help each other by changing the state of the world in such a way that the correctness conditions of the other agent become satisfied. Of course, changing the state of the world may help one agent, but it may also interfere with another agent's current plan. That is, one agent may change the state of the world in such a way that the correctness conditions of another agent become invalid. In our current work we assume that agents already have correct plans available that realize the set of goals before they agree to cooperate to optimize their plans. The notion of correctness conditions could be helpful when we incorporate situations where cooperation between agents is needed to realize the set of goals.
Logic and planning were combined by Stuart [26] to find out whether individual plans can be synchronized. Using Propositional Temporal Logic, constraints are generated from plans to specify the feasible states of the environment. These constraints are given to a theorem prover to generate sequences of communication acts that guarantee that no event will fail. Just as Georgeff, Stuart focuses on the resolution of conflicts, and not on potential positive relations between plans.
Our framework can also be compared with the PGP (Partial Global Plan) framework described by Durfee et al. ([6, 7] ) and Decker and Lesser ( [5] ). In this PGPframework and its extension GPGP, agents are allowed to cooperate by exchanging parts of their local plans to develop common plans. The main difference with our approach to cooperation is that in our framework exchanging parts of local plans is more involved, since exchanging parts of a plan will usually change not only the agent commitment structure but will also affect the structure of the local plans involved.
Plan merging was also studied by von Martial [18, 19] . He considers several types of relations between plans, divided into conflicts and positive relations. Plans are represented hierarchically and need to be exchanged among the agents to determine such relations. If possible, relations are solved or exploited at top-level. If this is not possible, a refinement of the plans is made and the process is repeated. For each specific type of plan relationship a different solution is presented. Our plan merging algorithm is applied at a low-level representation of the plan, not needing any domain specific information, nor communicating the complete plan of one agent to another.
Clement and Durfee [2, 3] describe an interleaved planning process, where different agents jointly construct a plan to establish a set of goals. They use the class of planners called Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planners like von Martial's hierarchical plans. To avoid unnecessary backtracking, the agents must recognize whether their plans interfere before the plans are fully refined. Clement and Durfee derive the so-called plan summary information from the hierarchical plan operators. Using this summary information, they can reason about possible interactions between different agents before the individual plans are completely specified. It would be interesting to analyze how in a similar way summary information can be derived and used to recognize opportunities to optimize plans of individual agents.
Both to improve efficiency and to resolve conflicts, restrictions may be introduced on individual plans to ensure efficient merging. This work by Yang [28] and Foulser [12] is also useable to merge alternative plans to reach the same goal. Furthermore, some approximation algorithms for plan merging are described by the same authors. They do not, however, deal with costs, quantitative constraints on resource attributes, and their algorithms are not distributed.
Finally, we would like to mention the work on plan merging by Ephrati and Rosenschein [8] [9] [10] . Their approach resembles our work the most, because they also developed a distributed polynomial algorithm to improve social welfare (i.e., the sum of the benefits of all agents). Through a process of group constraint aggregation, agents incrementally construct an improved plan by voting about joint actions. They even propose algorithms to deal with insincere agents and to interleave planning, coordination, and execution. But, neither they do pay attention to dealing with numerical constraints, time, and costs. The main difference between their approach and ours, is that our algorithms can be formulated by a resource logic, while theirs use a description of the state of the world by propositions, like in STRIPS, as is discussed in the next section.
Relation with other planning logics
Several planning logics have been proposed in the literature that are more or less close to the one developed in this paper. The most popular of these are STRIPS that is based on first-order logic [11] , and extensions of it like PDDL [21] and Functional STRIPS [1] .
STRIPS resembles our formalism with respect to the fact that for each operator explicitly is stated which atomic facts are to be deleted from the current state and which have to be added to create the new state. The atomic facts in the STRIPS formalism are, so to speak, the resources of the resource-skill formalism. This enables embedding STRIPS in the latter. However, unlike our formalism, STRIPS is not suited to directly handle parallel actions, to deal with quantities like capacities, distances, costs, and time, and to model cooperation between agents.
The resource-skill formalism has also a strong resemblance to the revision specification programs developed by Marek and Truszcynski [17] . In these programs rules not only are used to create other atoms or resources but also to remove them given the presence of some input atoms and the absence of others. Although their formalism uses Horn-like rules, skills can be simulated by revision specification programs. The reverse way is also possible, i.e., modeling revision processes using the resource-skill formalism. This result is interesting since it opens the door to applying logic programming techniques to our formalism.
An important difference of our work and the work by Marek and Truszcynski, is the fact that the resource-skill formalism deals with constraints and services as the composition of skills. Furthermore, we developed plan merging algorithms for which our plan representation is very suited.
Another planning logic that is very close to ours is the one developed by Masseron et al. [20] . One important difference is the fact that in their formalism it is possible to include nondeterministic actions, i.e., actions with an outcome that is uncertain albeit limited to a set of given outcomes. On the other hand, our formalism can handle constraints, whereas the planning logic of Masseron et al. does not. For their variant, they constructed a correct and complete embedding in a fragment of linear logic.
Linear logic, invented and developed by Girard (see, e.g., [16] ) is a so-called substructural logic that emerges if structural rules such as weakening and contraction are discarded. Since resources, be it in the sense of our formalism or that of Masseron et al., can be only used once (no absorption), linear logic can be considered a good candidate as a planning logic.
So it seems quite natural to study the relationship between planning and linear logic. However, the fragment of linear logic used for the embedding, is very restricted. It turns out that skills and resources have to be translated as a linear theory, using only one linear logical connective (multiplicative conjunction) in the deterministic case, and two (multiplicative conjunction and additive disjunction) in the nondeterministic one.
In their paper, Masseron et al. do not touch the problem of plan merging. In our opinion our presentation of the planning formalism is better suited to study the operational behavior of planning. Our choice of describing the operational semantics of plans by a transition system (cf. Structural Operational Semantics as introduced by Plotkin [23] ) underlines this idea. We also have given evidence of the usefulness of our planning formalism to model plan merging.
Future work
Many applications induce additional requirements on our formalism or algorithms. For example, we would like to develop a mechanism to solve conflicts between agents, such as both agents requiring the same resource. Until now, we assumed all resources have initially been distributed over all agents. This is not realistic in all circumstances, e.g., in cases where agents have to share (scarce) resources. Therefore, we would like to adapt our algorithms to this kind of situations. This could be done, for instance, by incorporating auctioning mechanisms in which agents have to make bids for allocating resources.
Another important issue for future research is the interleaving of planning and execution. Our algorithms are developed from the point of view that agents already have made up their plans before cooperating with other agents. This is a very static view of reality. It would be much more realistic to interleave the process of planning and cooperation, for it is often during planning that the necessity of cooperation seems to become inevitable.
The last point is also of importance in the light of replanning. Replanning is necessary when circumstances are not as expected beforehand due to unforeseen events. For instance, a transportation agent might have to change his route on the way because of a severe traffic jam. So, planning has to be a dynamic process. From this observations it is clear that we have to direct our research to planning as well. Since, from a computational point of view, planning is a difficult problem, we have to develop approximation techniques for this problem.
There are many other directions in which our formalism or our algorithms could be extended. To mention two of these: how to cope with systems in which not all agents are to be trusted (insincere agents), how do we model the various kinds of relationships that are possible between agents (sociological agents). Finally, we are about to test our algorithms with data from public transportation. In this way we hope to substantiate our claim that our cooperation algorithms may improve plan efficiency in a substantial way.
